
Unlock the Secrets of Square Runes: Delve
into Their Significance and Impact on Rune
Readings
Runes are ancient symbols that have been used for centuries for divination
and spiritual guidance. They come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but the
most common type is the round rune. However, there is another type of
rune that is becoming increasingly popular: the square rune.

Square runes are similar to round runes in many ways, but they have one
key difference: they are square. This difference may seem small, but it
actually has a significant impact on the way that runes are read.
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There are several advantages to using square runes over round runes.
First, square runes are easier to read. The square shape makes it easier to
see the details of the rune, which can help you to better understand its
meaning. Second, square runes can be more easily combined with other
runes to create more complex readings. The square shape makes it easier
to align the runes side by side, which can help you to see the relationships
between them. Third, square runes are more durable than round runes.
The square shape makes them less likely to be damaged, which can help
you to keep them for longer.

The Different Types of Square Runes

There are many different types of square runes, each with its own unique
meaning. Some of the most common types of square runes include:

The Elder Futhark: The Elder Futhark is the oldest known runic
alphabet. It consists of 24 runes, each of which has a specific
meaning. The Elder Futhark is often used for divination and spiritual
guidance.

The Younger Futhark: The Younger Futhark is a later version of the
Elder Futhark. It consists of 16 runes, each of which has a specific
meaning. The Younger Futhark is often used for divination and
spellwork.

The Armanen Futhark: The Armanen Futhark is a modern runic
alphabet that was created in the 19th century. It consists of 24 runes,
each of which has a specific meaning. The Armanen Futhark is often
used for divination and personal growth.

The Anglo-Saxon Futhorc: The Anglo-Saxon Futhorc is a runic
alphabet that was used in England from the 5th to the 11th centuries. It



consists of 33 runes, each of which has a specific meaning. The Anglo-
Saxon Futhorc is often used for divination and spellwork.

How to Read Square Runes

Reading square runes is similar to reading round runes. The first step is to
choose a rune that you want to read. Once you have chosen a rune, you
can look up its meaning in a rune book or online. You can also use your
intuition to interpret the meaning of the rune.

When reading square runes, it is important to pay attention to the shape of
the rune. The shape of the rune can give you clues about its meaning. For
example, a rune that is shaped like a triangle may represent power or
strength. A rune that is shaped like a circle may represent wholeness or
unity.

You can also use the position of the rune to help you interpret its meaning.
The position of the rune can tell you what area of your life the rune is
referring to. For example, a rune that is placed in the center of a spread
may represent your overall life situation. A rune that is placed at the top of a
spread may represent your hopes and dreams. A rune that is placed at the
bottom of a spread may represent your fears and challenges.

Using Square Runes for Divination

Square runes can be used for a variety of divinatory purposes. You can use
them to get insights into your past, present, and future. You can also use
them to ask questions about your relationships, career, or health. To use
square runes for divination, simply choose a rune that you want to read and
then focus on the question that you want to ask. Once you have focused on



your question, you can close your eyes and draw a rune from a bag. The
rune that you draw will be the answer to your question.

Using Square Runes for Personal Growth

Square runes can also be used for personal growth. You can use them to
learn more about yourself, your strengths, and your weaknesses. You can
also use them to find out what you need to do to achieve your goals. To use
square runes for personal growth, simply choose a rune that you want to
work with and then focus on the lesson that you want to learn. Once you
have focused on your lesson, you can carry the rune with you or keep it in
a place where you can see it every day. The rune will help you to
remember the lesson that you want to learn and it will inspire you to take
action.

Square runes are a powerful tool that can be used for divination, personal
growth, and empowerment. They offer a deeper and wider understanding
of the runes than round runes, and they can help you to connect with your
inner wisdom and guidance. If you are looking for a way to improve your life
and reach your full potential, square runes are a great option for you.
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